2019 Mountain Stewards Operations Report
INTRODUCTION
When we finish our work year by 15 December, the Trail Crew Operations will have contributed
950 volunteer hours of work with a value of over $32.650 dollars. Added to the already $1 million
dollars of recreational facilities built in the last decade, our contribution to passive recreation in
North GA continues to grow. This year we have continued to support and further build out Eagle s
Rest Park, added a new client, the Pickens County Animal Rescue Ranch, maintained and
improved hiking trails in multiple recreational sites and also re-treated several thousand hemlocks
in the Dawson Forest.
Our Indian Cultural Heritage Program has also grown significantly in the last few years with active
surveys of Indian sacred sites throughout the US. This year, our research work took us to GA, AL,
SC, NC, KY, TN, TX, LA, NM, CO, KS, and ILL. Like our Trail Crew Operations, the Indian
Heritage work has attracted a lot of attention and we were invited back to Pigeon Forge, TN again
this year to speak at the Wilderness Wildlife Week Program which attracts over 25,000 people
annually.
Twelve research reports under our Indian Cultural Heritage Program were written and published
documenting some of the phenomenal
findings we have discovered at Indian
sacred sites. We also produced several
YouTube videos of our research work.
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Officially completed in 2016, the many
visitors to the 106-acre Eagle s Rest Park
continue to find new features there. This
year the Mountain Stewards added two
Meditation Gardens, one near the entrance
to the park and one on the Vista Trail. The
one near the park entrance has a 70-foot
diameter spiral walkway into the center of
the garden.
In the early part of the year, Steven Stone,
artist and sculptor, proposed to the Mt.
Oglethorpe Foundation Board and the
Mountain Stewards a plan to design and
carve a memorial commemorating the
tragic events of the Indian removal from the
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Mt. Oglethorpe area. It was agreed to raise the money to build this memorial in March and it was
completed at the end of November. This memorial will be dedicated in March 2020.

GA Indian Removal Memorial

HOLY FAMILY HIKING TRAILS AND MEMORIAL GARDEN
We maintained and improved the 3 miles of trails at the Holy Family campus site and Richard Hall
from our crew worked on improving the walkways at the Memorial Garden. This Memorial Garden
suffers impacts from a lot of rain runoff and required further improvements to direct that runoff
away from the walkways. The walkways into the Memorial Garden are now handicap accessible.
TRAILS MAINTENANCE AND HEMLOCKS
The Trail Crew maintained 18 miles of hiking trails at the Burnt Mt. Preserve, the Wildcat Tract
of the Dawson Forest and the Amicalola Access Site on Rt. 53. Storm damage continues to drop
trees on the trails requiring constant maintenance to keep the trails cleared and open for access to
the forest. The bridge across the Wildcat Creek and the ½ mile raised wooden trail at the Amicalola
Access site were built with pressure treated lumber in 2007-2009. The formula for the pressure
treated lumber had been changed in 2007 and the lumber deteriorates more rapidly. Constant
maintenance of these wood structures is required annually to kept them safe.
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Hemlocks
We treated 30,000 hemlocks in the Dawson Forest against the wholly adelgid disease in 20112013. Since these trees have to be retreated every seven years, we began retreating them in 2018
and added another 2,000 this year along the Amicalola and Wildcat Creeks. Because the average
age of the crew is now well over 70 years, we can no longer get to some of the trees on the steep
slopes. We will continue annually to retreat as many trees as can be accomplished with our crew
and with supplies of the chemical being provided by GA Forestry Commission.
PICKENS COUNTY ANIMAL RESCUE RANCH
The Pickens County Animal Rescue Ranch is a non-profit organization dedicated to rescuing dogs
and cats and helping local families to adopt them. They have a variety of facilities on their 6-acre
campus some of which needed repairs. The 50 ft by 50 ft roof on the main dog shelter was poorly
built and had to be replaced as it was collapsing. The Trail Crew removed over half of the failed
roof, redesigned a new roof using steel roofing and installed it. Further, we strengthened the
support structure for the roof and made other repairs to the ranch facilities.

Repairing Animal Rescue Ranch Roof
INDIAN CULTURAL HERITAGE PROGRAM
With all the news articles being published annually, the number of Marker Trees being located and
reported across the country increased dramatically. We now have well over 2,650 trees
documented in 44 states and Canada. This summer, we traveled 4,800 miles to LA, TX, NM, CO,
KS and ILL researching many Indian sites along the way. Now using Native Science and dowsing
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as our principle methodology for site investigation, we are able to interpret the Indian sites and
gain a more comprehensive understanding of the site purpose and use.
Our first report of 2019, The Common Tribal Culture of Principle Towns, was the culmination of
three years of research which detailed the common cultural features of most tribal principle towns
and villages. Our final report of 2019, The Common Cultural Use of Native American Principle
Sacred Sites and Ecclesiastical Sites discovered that a number of principle sacred Indian sites were
located directly below churches that had been build to the Geodetic Code. The Geodetic Code is a
pattern of earth energy used by designers of churches to align the church perfectly with the energy
flows. The Indian sacred sites were located there because of the upwelling earth energies.
Our film director, Robert Wells, was out of action for most of 2019 due to medical issues. He is
now better and we did restart filming in late August. Two of the YouTube videos produced are
included as examples of Bob s work. To view the videos, use <cdrl><click> to start them.
Pecos Giant Kiva: https://youtu.be/_3YTbjUvgJg
Chimayo Church: https://youtu.be/IZO0RkWkS0c
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